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We report on the utilization of a novel Tm:fiber laser source for mid-IR ZnGeP2 (ZGP) optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) pumping. The pump laser is built in amaster oscillator power-amplifier configuration delivering up to 3.36W
of polarized, diffraction limited output power with 7 ns pulse duration and 4 kHz repetition rate. This corresponds
to a peak power of ∼121 kW and a pulse energy of ∼0.84 mJ. With this source, we generated 27.9 kW of total mid-IR
peak power in a doubly resonant oscillator (DRO) configuration. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest
ever demonstrated mid-IR peak power from a directly Tm:fiber laser pumped ZGP OPO. Moreover, a DRO output
with about 284 μJ of total mid-IR pulse energy was demonstrated using 100 ns pump pulses. The wavelength tuning
of the idler was extended to 6 μmwith lower output power in another OPO experiment. © 2014 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: (060.5295) Photonic crystal fibers; (190.4970) Parametric oscillators and amplifiers.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.39.001212

Themid-IR wavelength range is of high interest for a wide
range of applications due to the numerous vibrational
molecular transitions in the 3–10 μm regime. Moreover,
this spectral region contains several low-loss propaga-
tion windows enabling long-range “eye safe” remote
sensing applications. Similarly, unique materials process-
ing applications are possible by taking advantage of mid-
IR absorption resonances [1]. The goal of this work is to
develop a relatively straightforward and robust system
providing broad wavelength tunability in the mid-IR with
high peak power/high energy in order to conduct materi-
als ablation experiments both “on” and “off” resonance.
Due to the lack of energetic pulsed laser sources

directly operating in the mid-IR, nonlinear frequency
conversion is a widely used method to generate radiation
in this regime. In particular, ZnGeP2 (ZGP) is an attrac-
tive nonlinear material for multi-watt mid-IR optical para-
metric oscillator (OPO) due to its high nonlinearity
(75 pm∕V) and high damage threshold (∼1–2 J∕cm2)
[2] as well as good optical, thermal and mechanical prop-
erties. Although ZGP has a low absorption coefficient
ranging from 2 to 8 μm, there is strong absorption for
wavelengths shorter than 1.95 μm [2], making direct
pumping by Nd or Yb laser systems impossible.
Early ZGP OPO systems have been pumped using a

range of sources including cryogenically cooled diode-
pumped Ho-based solid-state lasers [3], flash-lamp
pumped Er-based solid-state lasers [4], and the output
of another OPO [5]. More recently, room temperature
Ho:YAG [6] and Ho:YLF [7] solid-state lasers pumped
by Tm:fiber lasers have become the standard. A more
elegant way is to directly pump the ZGP OPO with a
Tm:fiber laser. This approach has been successfully dem-
onstrated reaching more than 2–3 W of mid-IR output
power [8,9]. Such a Tm:fiber pump laser must provide

high peak power with near diffraction-limited beam
quality, narrow spectral linewidth, and a high polariza-
tion extinction ratio to drive the nonlinear conversion ef-
ficiently. These requirements can be fulfilled by Tm:fiber
laser systems that have been developed in the last years.

However, pulsed fiber lasers are limited by nonlinear-
ities associated with the tight confinement and the long
interaction length inherent in the fiber geometry. As
with Yb:fiber lasers, the development of photonic crystal
fibers (PCF), offering signal mode field areas beyond
1000 μm2 doped with Tm3� ions, has enabled high-energy
Tm:fiber lasers with nearly perfect beam quality and lin-
early polarized output [10]. In pulsed operation our group
has demonstrated excellent Q-switched laser perfor-
mance [11]. Due to this development it is now possible
to extract higher peak powers from the fibers and thus,
exceed the output peak powers demonstrated in pre-
vious works that use Tm:fiber lasers as a pumping source
for a ZGP OPO.

Here we utilize a master oscillator power amplifier
(MOPA) system consisting of a Tm:fiber Q-switched
oscillator followed by two amplifier stages based on
flexible Tm:PCFs. The PCFs (fabricated by NKT Photon-
ics A/S) are the same as used in [10,11]. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, the oscillator is based on a ∼4 m long Tm doped
polarization maintaining single-mode step index fiber
with 10∕130 μm core/cladding diameters (Nufern Inc.).
A 35 W, 793 nm diode laser (DILAS Diode Laser Inc.)
pumps the oscillator which is Q-switched by an
acousto-optic modulator, (NEOS Technologies). The
pump diode is spliced to the active fiber using a
�2� 1�∶1 fiber combiner (ITF Labs, 3S Photonics
S.A.S.). The Q-switch portion of the cavity consisted of
free-space optics including a half-wave plate and polar-
izing beam splitter (PBS) for polarization control and a
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600 l∕mm gold-coated reflection grating for wavelength
control. The oscillator generates ∼100 ns pulses with
∼25 μJ pulse energy at 20 kHz repetition rate. The
10 dB spectral linewidth is less than 1 nm, centered
at ∼1980 nm.
An electro-optic modulator (FastPulse Technologies)

is used to reduce the pulse repetition rate to 1–20 kHz
and slice out a portion of the 100 ns pulses, as short
as 6.5 ns, for subsequent amplification. A repetition rate
of 4 kHz was chosen based on the ∼500 μs fluorescence
lifetime of the upper laser level (3F4) in Tm doped silica
fibers [12] in order to achieve high peak powers and
pulse energies with low amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) content. An optical isolator is used to prevent feed-
back to the oscillator. Both amplifiers consist of flexible
Tm:PCF sections of different length. The first amplifier
fiber is ∼2.7 m long and free-space pumped in a
counter-propagating geometry with a 100 W, 793 nm di-
ode laser (DILAS Diode Laser Inc.). The output of the
first amplifier passes through a free-space optical isolator
and is coupled into the second amplifier consisting of a
∼1.4 m length of fiber pumped by a 300 W, 793 nm diode
laser (LIMO Lissotschenko Mikrooptik GmbH) in a sim-
ilar free-space, counter-propagation geometry as the first
amplifier. The final output is collimated and passes
through another optical isolator to pump the OPO.
The pulses are amplified to ∼280 μJ pulse energy at

∼7 ns pulse duration in the first PCF amplifier. After
the final isolator the maximum usable, polarized power
output is 3.36 W. This corresponds to ∼0.84 mJ pulse en-
ergy at ∼7 ns pulse duration or ∼121 kW peak power.
The output power of the final amplifier stage shows
no roll off (Fig. 2). The maximum diode pump power
for the second amplifier was limited to 45 W by melting

of the PCF polymer coating due to the heat induced by
the strong thermal load at the pump/output end of the
fiber. The fiber was air-cooled and its pump end was
mounted on a water-cooled aluminum block. We mea-
sured the slope efficiencies for the usable output after
the isolators, neglecting Fresnel reflections and coupling
losses for the diode pump. The usable average power
slope efficiency of the first and second amplifier is
10% and 7% at 4 kHz repetition rate, respectively, which
is similar to the decrease in efficiency as the repetition
rate was reduced from 50 to 10 kHz during Q-switched
operation [11]. As shown in the inset of Fig. 2, the beam
quality remains near diffraction limited, corresponding to
an M2 of <1.3 similar to that measured in previous
experiments [10].

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the amplified pulses show
steepening toward the leading edge at highest output
powers because of the high gain in the first amplifier;
however, the pulse width remains 7 ns (FWHM). The out-
put spectrum provides no indication of strong nonlinear
effects (inset of Fig. 3) although the 10 dB width of 1.8 nm

Fig. 1. System schematic shows the pump laser, consisting of
a Q-switched oscillator and two power amplifiers; the optical
isolator, half-wave plate (HWP), and telescope to pump the
OPO; the linear OPO cavity; and mid-IR diagnostics.

Fig. 2. Average output power from the final amplifier relative
to diode pump power corresponds to a slope efficiency of 7%.
Inset: far-field beam profile at highest output power.

Fig. 3. Depicts the temporal shape of the output pulses at
∼0.84 mJ with ∼7 ns width. Inset: spectrum centered at
∼1980 nm with a 10 dB width of <1.8 nm.
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is nearly twice that of the oscillator output. To pump the
OPO, the output beam was demagnified to a 1∕e2-radius
of ∼335 μm using a 4∶1 telescope consisting of 200 and
50 mm focusing lenses. The ZGP crystal has a clear
aperture of 5 mm × 4 mm and 12 mm long cut at an angle
θ � 57.7° with respect to the C-axis for Type I phase
matching. The OPO experiments were conducted for a
doubly resonant oscillator (DRO) and a split-reflectivity
DRO cavity configuration. The DRO cavity had a length
of ∼20 mm consisting of two flat ZnSe mirrors. The input
and output coupler are coated for high transmission (HT)
for the pump, with 99% and 50% reflectivity coatings for
the wavelength range from 3 to 5 μm, respectively.
In two experiments the DRO was pumped with 7 and

100 ns pulses to demonstrate high mid-IR peak power
and pulse energy, respectively. The results can be seen
in Fig. 4. For 7 ns pump pulses, a maximum total mid-
IR peak power of ∼28 kW was achieved, corresponding
to ∼165 μJ. The maximum total mid-IR pulse energy was
∼280 μJ for 100 ns pumping. The slope efficiency in the
linear part of the curves reaches 38% for the short pump
pulses and up to 49% for the longer pump pulses as there
are more OPO cavity round trips to build up the signal
and idler in the long pulse case. The OPO cavity configu-
ration could be improved, for example by implementing a
ring cavity [6] to enable >50% conversion efficiency.
During OPO pumping the main limitation to the mid-IR
output was parasitic lasing in the power amplifiers at
about 85% of the available 2 μm pump power despite iso-
lation and angle cleaved fiber ends. It was confirmed
that the self-lasing was caused by reflection from the
OPO input coupler. In this context, more advanced cavity
designs mitigating this feedback such as RISTRA [13]
would be beneficial for the performance of the OPO.
Moreover, we estimate the presence of a significant ther-
mal lens in the ZGP at highest pump powers using a
similar method to that done by Tucker et al. [14]. Thus,
we believe that the slight roll-off, which can be seen in
the OPO output before it is limited by the self-lasing in
the power amplifiers, is due to thermal lensing in the
ZGP. However, the relatively low peak-intensity thresh-
old of <5.5 MW∕cm2 provides the possibility to further
scale pump energy and/or average power when increas-
ing the spot size within the crystal. Furthermore, the

output beam profiles in the far field displayed in the in-
sets of Fig. 4 do not show any significant distortion. The
combination of high energy and nearly Gaussian beam
profile is well suited for materials processing experi-
ments in the mid-IR.

The spectrum of the DRO output was analyzed using a
low spectral-resolution grating-based monochromator
(Oriel/Newport) demonstrating a wavelength tuning for
signal and idler from 3.3 to 4.7 μm. Figure 5 shows an
example of angular tuning the ZGP crystal relative to
the pump’s angle of incidence by about 1°. We believe
that the attenuation of the idler peak at normal incidence
is atmospheric absorption at ∼4.2 μm due to CO2 [15].

In order to expand the tuning range to longer idler
wavelengths, we investigated a split-reflectivity DRO
configuration using 7 ns pump pulses only. The cavity
was again ∼20 mm long and consisted of a flat input
coupler that was HT for the pump and 99% reflective
for 2.4–4 μm. The output coupler had the same coating
but with 100 mm radius of curvature. Ideally in this con-
figuration, the signal resonates in the cavity without sig-
nificant output coupling and the corresponding, long-
wave idler basically builds up in a single pass. Unfortu-
nately, the mirrors we used had undesirably high reflec-
tivity of >60% across the idler (>4 μm). The reflectivity
of the mirrors was minimum (∼25%) for a narrow wave-
length window at ∼4.8 μm. As such, the configuration
was closest to an ideal singly resonant oscillator
(SRO) at this point. The split-reflectivity DRO perfor-
mance as a function of the idler wavelength is shown
in Fig. 6. We observed a decreasing threshold when tun-
ing the wavelengths of signal and idler closer to degen-
eracy. The slope efficiency was found to be significantly
higher at an idler wavelength of ∼4.85 μm. Therefore, the
OPO performance at longer idler wavelengths could be
improved with optimized mirrors. Another limit in this
configuration is the signal fluence within the cavity,
which approaches the damage threshold of ZGP reaching
∼0.4 J∕cm2 at the highest output power.

In this Letter, we demonstrate a nanosecond Tm:fiber
MOPA system capable of producing >100 kW of usable

Fig. 4. DRO output for 7 and 100 ns pump pulses. The insets
show the far-field beam profiles at highest powers.

Fig. 5. Exemplarily angular tuning of the DRO output, the
measurements leading to the highest output powers have been
conducted at Δθ � 0°.
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peak power with near diffraction-limited beam quality
and polarized output. The high peak power and near ideal
beam quality of the Tm:fiber MOPA system make it pos-
sible to generate a maximum mid-IR signal output at
3.7 μmwith ∼15 kW peak power and ∼90 μJ pulse energy
when pumped at 1980 nm with ∼700 μJ, ∼7 ns pulses. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the highest reported
mid-IR output peak power from a Tm:fiber laser pumped
ZGP OPO and a strong improvement in terms of pulse
energy as compared to the first investigations of this
approach [8,9]. Significantly higher mid-IR energy is
possible using Tm:PCF laser pumping based upon
ultra-large mode area rod-type fibers [16,17]. However,
further development is still needed to improve the
efficiency, integration, and reliability of such systems.
Further scaling of mid-IR output and/or higher conver-
sion efficiency can be achieved with improved OPO
cavity design.
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